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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Davidson High School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Jann Pattinson

Principal

School contact details

Davidson High School
Mimosa St
Frenchs Forest, 2086
www.davidson-h.schools.nsw.edu.au
davidson-h.school@det.nsw.edu.au
9451 0022
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School background

School vision statement

A community school, Davidson High School is committed to providing an inclusive educational environment that is
supportive, innovative and engaging. We believe that by working strategically and collaboratively we will inspire and
develop future focused students who are active and connected learners and critical and creative thinkers.

School context

Davidson High School is a comprehensive, co–educational and inclusive secondary school that provides an education
for 850 students on the Northern Beaches of New South Wales. The school is gender balanced and shares a close
relationship with its partner schools. It is committed to providing an educational environment that challenges and inspires
each child to achieve their personal potential. A diverse curriculum is provided including a wide range of extra curricula
activities. The school fosters positive partnerships with parents, partner primary schools and the local community.
Current school priorities include quality teaching and learning, strategic feedback, community partnerships, leadership
development and a diverse curriculum. The school is highly valued and supported by its community. Focus programs
include performing arts, student leadership and cultural exchange.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Significant progress has been made towards the school's goals within the Strategic Plan. Positive progress has been
made in each area successfully reaching the annual milestones. Staff have identified increased levels of confidence in
Literacy, students have identified increased confidence and success with student support programs and the community
has identified increased its engagment with the school.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

Create

Purpose

To continue to build on teacher capacity where personal reflection and feedback on quality teaching practice leads to
challenge, engagement and innovation for students within a supportive learning framework.

Overall summary of progress

Professional learning at Davidson is focused on evidence based best practice and professional discussion. In 2018 the
focus areas were Marzano and Hattie's work, effective literacy strategies, high impact teaching strategies, technology
based learning, student wellbeing and inclusive programming. Through a collaborative process the Davidson Circle of
Practice was revised and continues to reflect our core business and frames the work that is done in the school to
improve teacher capacity and student learning outcomes.

An Instructional Leaders program was introduced focusing on two areas – classroom practice and literacy. The
Instructional Leaders of classroom practice worked with early career teachers on goals that they had developed to
improve student learning outcomes. This involved mentoring and coaching and included classroom observations
followed by professional discussion aimed at helping staff reach their desired goals. The Instructional Leaders of Literacy
developed a whole school program to develop the capacity of staff in the delivery of effective literacy strategies. Staff
implemented these ideas during Lit Fit sessions and then felt more confident to also implement them in their classroom.

Twilight sessions were focused on programming, effective classroom practice, literacy and data analysis. Further
professional learning, feedback, personal reflection and discussion occurred during Good to Great groups. These
sessions were based on evidence based research and provided the opportunity for staff to explore a range of topics in
cross faculty groups. Staff shared stories of classroom success about the introduction of new strategies and the
engagement of students with these ideas.

The Warringah Community of Schools helps to broaden the professional learning and discussion beyond the school.
Davidson is the lead for the Warringah Community of Schools Early Career Teachers network. Professional learning
required is identified by teachers in the group and is delivered by staff from Davidson High School and other members of
the school community. A safe, supportive and professional environment is created for beginning teachers to build their
capacity as classroom teachers. A series of workshops were also conducted on Visible learning bringing staff together
from a range of schools broadening the discussion beyond the school.

The Executive regularly participate in professional learning and discussion during Executive meetings. Workshops,
professional readings and discussion on core educational issues provide the Executive with the opportunity to explore
and further develop their capacity as educators. Executive Conferences have provided the Executive with quality time to
focus on whole school development and the implementation of new initiatives. The Principal worked with the Leadership
Institute on implementing an Aspiring Principals program working with Deputy Principals across the state to plan and
initiate well developed programs within their schools.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

30% increase in opportunities for
professional discussion that
directly informs and improves
classroom practice.

 

Increased proportion of staff
report improved confidence and
capacity to deliver the explicit
teaching of literacy in their
classrooms.

$90,000 An Instructional Leadership program was
introduced to enhance the professional dialogue
between expert teachers and early career teachers.
in regards to classroom practice. A significant
increase in the amount of and level of discussion
has occurred. The discussions have directly
informed and improved classroom practice.

Through the introduction of Instructional Leaders of
Literacy the explicit teaching of literacy has
increased. A weekly Lit Fit session is delivered by
all staff. Professional learning has also increased
staff understanding of literacy requirements and
their capacity to deliver it in their classrooms.
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Next Steps

Literacy learning logs will be introduced to assist staff in tracking and analysing data for their class groups. The
Instructional Leaders of Classroom Practice will move beyond early career teachers and engage with other individual
staff to develop their practice. A number of explicit professional learning sessions will be developed to target identified
areas of PDPs to assist staff growth. Good to Great – Even Better groups will focus on the Davidson Circle of Practice as
a forum for developing staff.
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Strategic Direction 2

Thrive

Purpose

To build resilient and confident learners who are focused on continual improvement and the achievement of personal
success within a supportive learning environment.

Overall summary of progress

Developing literacy skills is essential in supporting students to succeed in school and throughout life. Davidson High
School is committed to improving the quality of literacy with a particular focus on writing skills. This has been achieved by
a structural change to the day to incorporate explicit literacy lessons as well as a structured sequence of skill
development. Professional development has increased the confidence level of teachers to deliver the program. With a
timetable adjustment on Tuesdays to include a 25 minute time period, students were divided into small groups, based on
year groups, and skill areas addressed included punctuation, clauses, grammar, sentence structure, conjunctions,
nominalisation, persuasive devices and paragraphing. A number of students have been tracked in their progression of
writing across Year 9 and Year 10. It has been identified that there has been a significant improvement in their writing
skills.

Student interviews provide all students with a voice concerning their learning. Through individual conversations with
teachers, students have indicated overall a respectful and friendly culture in the school where they feel that there are
positive relationships between teachers and students. They also feel supported in their learning and were able to
articulate their strengths and areas in need of improvement and setting goals. There is also communication between
teachers and parents through the increased use of emails informing of upcoming class tasks and assessments as well as
individual student progress. Learning support also have regular conversations with parents on the support provided to
children at school and the level of their progression.

Davidson High supports the learning of students and their personal goals through a range of additional programs. ACE
ran on Wednesday and Friday afternoons to support junior students with their study and organisational skills, using
graphic organisers and preparation for tests. The homework club also ran 2 afternoons per week, supporting students to
complete classwork, go through more challenging and prepare for tests, especially in Mathematics. These sessions were
all well attended and, on occasions, needed some additional teachers to support the increased student numbers. Elevate
sessions were conducted across all year groups to build study and organisational skills in students. As a result of these
support sessions, the proportion of students meeting the minimum standards prior to entering senior studies has
increased. The student satisfaction rate across all sessions varied from 97–99%. NAPLAN results continue to show a
growing trend of students in writing and continued high proportion of students in the top 2 bands for numeracy.

Year 12 students all have an allocated teacher mentor who meets with them  regularly to support them as they acclimate
to  the demands of their senior studies. Year 11 and 12 also had a range of study sessions available to them to support
them including time management, relaxation strategies, and essay writing. A range of resources from the ACE program
to support study skills were also distributed to Year 12 mentors to assist in supporting students. This was also
complemented by a parent information evening to share strategies with parents in supporting children at home.

A more comprehensive and planned approach to student wellbeing has been adopted to support students reach their
potential in their learning. Following an analysis of student issues and referrals, a scope and sequence was
collaboratively developed to address the emerging needs of students in a strategic manner. This involved building
student skills in coping with areas such as friendship and relationship issues, drug education, bullying, use of social
media, managing increasing workloads and stress. Mental Health issues have been a focus primarily from Year 9–12,
however, all students have guest speakers from the Black Dog institute and years 11 and 12 have engaged with the
Tomorrow Man program. All students have been involved in seminars with the Resilience project and this will be a focus
for 2019. Students were supported through general information sessions such as with the police liaison officer and
external psychologists to build awareness around appropriate focus areas which are then followed up through more
targeted programs such as rock and water, mentors with the Raise Foundation as well as the RAGE program run
through the Burdekin Society.

All parents were given the opportunity to attend parent information evenings on mental health, cyber safety, drug
education and harm minimisation, the Resilience Project, Tomorrow Man and student academic support. These were
supported by the school P&C association and provided parents with an opportunity to support their children the current
challenges faced by young people today.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

An increased proportion
of students will achieve
the  minimum HSC standard prior
to commencing their senior
studies.

 

An increase in the number
of  students participating and
engaging in support programs
and reporting an  increased
sense of wellbeing, belonging
and success.

$78,000 There was an increased percentage of students
that reached minimum HSC standard in Year 10.
This included an increase of 16% in numeracy, 33%
in writing and 27% in reading.

A significant increase in the numbers of students
across the school identifying with issues particularly
around mental health and anxiety. This led to an
increase need for support programs and future
planning for 2019.

Increased referrals to school counsellor and the
welfare team

There was a 25% increase in students seeking a
teacher mentor in 2018 from the previous year.

Next Steps

Students will complete a survey for the resilience project in 2019 to identify particular areas of need. Welfare sessions
will be developed and implemented to address these areas of need.

The literacy program will continue building the literacy skills of students and will be embedded into classroom practice,
becoming evident through professional conversations with professional learning partners and cross faculty discussion
groups.

There will be continued reflection on improving the supportive learning environment at school, through an evaluation and
update of the PBEL framework at Davidson High School.

In order to ensure that students can achieve their HSC at the end of Year 12 by meeting the minimum standards, a more
structured and targeted approach to supporting students in Years 10, 11 and 12 will be introduced in 2019. This planned
approach will incorporate some support systems already in operation but will include increased communication with
parents and students as well as a planned approach to focus on specific skills.
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Strategic Direction 3

Connect

Purpose

To further develop and strengthen relationships between students, parents and our community to ensure effective
communication and collaborative practices both in and beyond the classroom.

Overall summary of progress

Davidson High School has strong community engagement and utilises this to seek feedback and evaluation of school
processes and procedures, both academically and administratively. In 2018 the focus was to provide opportunities for
students, staff and the community to provide constructive feedback to the school on practices and procedures.
Streamlined, flexible processes exist to deliver services and information and strengthen parental engagement. Focus
groups, interviews and surveys were used to get student feedback.

To promote a strong collaboration between parents, students and the school to support continuity of learning we used a
variety of technologies including School Bytes app, class group emails to parents, increased parent/community support
sessions and programs and a review and refinement our student interview process.

Strategic financial management has been used to gain efficiencies and maximise resources available to the school.
Using RAM funding, maintenance, grants provided by the Department of Education and partnering with the P and C we
have installed water stations, Combi Oven, Pottery Kiln and the School Bytes App.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Increased  communication
between the school community
through the use of a variety
of  technologies.

 

Parents  have an improved
understanding of the programs
the school is implementing
and  how they can best support
their child in their learning.

$38973 School purchases of:

School Bytes

Water stations

Combi Oven

Pottery Kiln

Next Steps

All staff will create class email contacts so as to increase the collaboration between staff and parents in the student
learning process.

We will work in collaboration with our school community to improve learning and leisure areas for students. These will
include bus bay safety, renewed outdoor learning area, water tanks, technology equipment, updates in key learning
areas and public artwork.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $5358 relief for Mentor. Sessions with new and existing Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students Year 7–12
was a priority at the beginning of the year to
help students settle into the school routine,
explore their Indigenous culture and help with
school work. The senior years in particular,
focused on ascertaining that the students
were engaged and that their progress
reflected their goals and aspirations. A
number of strategies were used to support the
students including: contact with parents either
in person or emails, mentoring and
counselling, extra assistance from teachers,
Learning Support staff and tutoring. The
Careers Advisor worked with students to
explore interest and opportunities for life after
school (Work/TAFE/University).

Students were given the opportunity to meet
other Aboriginal students from the area and
explore their culture and heritage with the
Northern Beaches Aboriginal education and
engagement officer.  Staff and students
worked with the Warringah Community of
Schools to plan  and implement NAIDOC
week celebration within the school.

English language proficiency $80,449 ESL Teacher. In 2018 there  were one hundred and sixty
seven students with a second language
background.  A smaller portion of these
students received weekly support and the
majority of these were international students,
who intend to remain for the HSC and future
studies.

All new students and those requiring support
were tested a minimum of twice a year
according to the EAL/D Learning Progression
and the ESL reporting scales. Students are
tracked across a number of KLA's throughout
the year in all modes. There were ESL
English classes for years 10,11,12.

Small group workshops focused on
pronunciation, grammar, English expressions
and idioms, the reading of texts, the reviewing
of subject topics or modules and assessment
preparation. Students were able to access
one on one tutoring for assistance with
individual difficulties or assignment tasks.

The International Coordinator and the EAL/D
teachers, collaborated with all staff to ensure
there was a  program in place to support
students with their language ability, their
academic ability, their mental health and any
well being issues arising from social, cultural
or homestay difficulties.

All students were interviewed, encouraged to
discuss issues, set goals and reflect on their
learning. An international student survey is
undertaken annually, with the majority of
students responding with positive outcomes.
Any areas of concern that are raised in the
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English language proficiency $80,449 ESL Teacher. survey are investigated and workable
solutions implemented.

International students are encouraged to be
an integral part of the school community and
play a major role in the school's Harmony
Day.

Low level adjustment for disability $136,490 Learning Support
Teacher and other teacher
salaries.

Learning and Support has continued to
develop students through an inclusive model
of education that provides equitable access to
all areas of the curriculum. With regular
classroom LaST and/or SLSO support and
provisions offered for exams and assessment
tasks, students with additional needs are
empowered to achieve learning outcomes to
the best of their ability. The introduction of the
literacy program, WordFlyers, was a
successful addition for selected students and
will continue to be implemented as a part of
the whole school literacy project.

Communication with parents and staff
continues to play a significant role in Learning
and Support. The implementation of an
accessible, updateable spreadsheet to
communicate student needs is available to all
staff and regularly updated. This includes
links to individualised strategies used to
support students across a wide range of
tasks. This also includes information for the
National Consistent Collection of Data
(NCCD) for students with a disability. The
Learning and Support Team continues to
monitor students, meeting three times per
term and assessing teacher and parent
referrals as well as share professional
learning experiences. Further professional
development on 'Differentiation and
Adjustment' was also provided for staff in
specialised training sessions and the
Learning Support Toolbox is available for all.

Socio–economic background $28,957 MultiLit Program
and teacher salaries.

MultiLit ("Making Up Lost Time In Literacy") is
an effective literacy intervention. The
programs are  all grounded in scientific
evidence–based best practice. As a research
initiative of Macquarie University, MultiLit's
publications, professional development and
Literacy Centre are continually informed by an
ongoing program of research. In 2018 Multi
Lit was implemented to bridge the gap in
some students learning. Students made
significant gains by participating in this
program.

Support for beginning teachers $99,973 Teacher salaries,
mentoring program,
Instructional Leaders and
Conference and
workshops, reduced
teaching loads.

Early career teachers indicated they felt
supported and prepared for their first year of
teaching. They valued the collegiality and the
opportunity to have input into their
professional development.

Beginning teachers both permanent and
temporary participated in the Warringah
Community of Schools Beginning Teachers
Network which held an initial conference and
then met for a half day each term to
participate in professional learning in the
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Support for beginning teachers $99,973 Teacher salaries,
mentoring program,
Instructional Leaders and
Conference and
workshops, reduced
teaching loads.

areas of accreditation, classroom
management, differentiation, GATS and a
range of classroom strategies.

Early career teachers were provided with a
reduced teaching load, and an Instructional
Leader to work with. Beginning teachers set
goals and worked towards them under the
guidance of an expert teacher.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 427 418 431 438

Girls 371 394 413 405

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

7 95.2 95.6 94.9 93.9

8 93.5 94 92.8 92.1

9 92.5 93.8 91.8 91.9

10 93.3 91.7 91.3 88.3

11 92.8 96.5 94 93

12 93.3 96.3 96.1 93.6

All Years 93.4 94.7 93.5 92.1

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

7 92.7 92.8 92.7 91.8

8 90.6 90.5 90.5 89.3

9 89.3 89.1 89.1 87.7

10 87.7 87.6 87.3 86.1

11 88.2 88.2 88.2 86.6

12 89.9 90.1 90.1 89

All Years 89.7 89.7 89.6 88.4

Management of non-attendance

Attendance is monitored on a daily basis. Roll marking
occurs each lesson. Parents are notified of their child's
absence via SMS. Deputy Principals take responsibility
for the overall monitoring of the individual year groups.
When school attendance becomes a concern parents
are contacted in the first instance and an interview is
arranged to identify appropriate support mechanisms to
improve attendance. If attendance continues to decline
the Home School Liaison Officer is contacted and a
referral is made.

Post-school destinations

Proportion of
students moving
into post-school
education, training
or employment

Year 10
%

Year 11
%

Year 12
%

Seeking
Employment

0 0 7

Employment 6 2 21

TAFE entry 0 0 6

University Entry 0 0 49

Other 0 0 13

Unknown 0 0 6

Year 12 students undertaking vocational or trade
training

Three students undertook vocational training in
Electrotechnology and Automotive: Mechanical
Technology.

Year 12 students attaining HSC or equivalent
vocational education qualification

99% of students attained a HSC or equivalent
vocational educational qualification. 2 students chose
Pathways completing half their HSC in 2018.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Deputy Principal(s) 2

Head Teacher(s) 9

Classroom Teacher(s) 41.7

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.7

Teacher Librarian 1

Teacher ESL 0.4

School Counsellor 1

School Administration and Support
Staff

10.48

Other Positions 1

*Full Time Equivalent

We have one Indigenous member of staff who
promotes indigenous culture across the school. He is a
proud member of our school community. He actively
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supports indigenous students in our school.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 10

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Collegial discussions between staff and professional
learning are valued at Davidson High School as a
means to improving the quality of teaching and learning
outcomes in the classroom as well as supporting the
overall wellbeing of our students.

Staff development days were held in terms 1–3. In term
1, there was a focus on updating staff in areas of
mandatory training such as CPR, Code of Conduct,
Child Protection as well as an update on the learning
needs of our students. During terms 2 and 3, we
implemented the literacy focus for 2018 after analysis
of NAPLAN data and discussion with the Instructional
Leaders of Literacy. As a result of this process we
introduced explicit instruction of literacy across the
school using a dedicated literacy group to drive
improvement. Professional learning and collegial
discussions developed teacher skills to deliver the
process in all classrooms, gather data, and develop
their skills to assist the literacy leaders in their role.
With the implementation of new syllabii for many
faculties in 2018 there was a significant focus on
programming, differentiation, assessment and
feedback.

Twilight professional learning sessions were conducted
in each term focusing on the modification of practice
based on data analysis, skills, programming,
assessments, development of literacy templates to
support the implementation of explicit instruction of
literacy and quality classroom practice. Teachers were
supported in their professional dialogue with
colleagues, focusing on working towards their identified
goals in PDPs.

All staff participated in a range of professional learning
activities, whether they were offered at the school level
or through external providers. $64,168 of TPL funds
were spent on professional learning, across the school
plus other school and community funds. The school
hosted workshops for the Warringah Community of
Schools for Early Career Teachers, Visible Learning
and Accreditation as well as network meetings for
Principals, Head Teachers and specialised teaching
areas.

There were 4 teachers in 2018 working towards NESA

accreditation at Proficient. They were mentored by
Instructional Leaders of Classroom practice who
mentored and coached them through meetings,
classroom observations, feedback conversations and
goal setting. The Deputy Principal takes a lead role in
helping staff negotiate the process of accreditation. She
also provided support for more experienced teachers in
gathering evidence and working towards the
accreditation report. In 2018 all staff were at various
stages of maintaining their accreditation at proficient.
There are 2 teachers working towards accreditation at
Highly Accomplished and/or Lead and they have been
supported by a regional Highly Accomplished /Lead
Network.

Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 763,133

Revenue 9,661,686

Appropriation 8,444,373

Sale of Goods and Services 38,696

Grants and Contributions 1,109,037

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 57,823

Investment Income 11,757

Expenses -9,695,354

Recurrent Expenses -9,695,354

Employee Related -8,229,659

Operating Expenses -1,465,695

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

-33,668

Balance Carried Forward 729,465

Voluntary School contributions received from parents
are used to supplement the government grants
provided to purchase textbooks and teaching
resources, it provides additional funding to maintain the
technology in the school and to support the
maintenance of grounds and buildings.

The school has a budget committee that meets to plan
for short and long term resourcing. The committee is
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made up of executive, teaching staff, non teaching staff
and community members.

This financial year, we had a significant increase in
expenditure in school maintenance including managing
trees within the school premises. Also maintaining the
current standard of technology within the school with
devices, wifi and support from the commputer
technician has increased school expenditure. Currently
we are looking to fund outdoor spaces with a focus on
tables, bike racks, extra cover and an outdoor learning
area.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 7,658,391

Base Per Capita 163,204

Base Location 0

Other Base 7,495,188

Equity Total 240,146

Equity Aboriginal 5,358

Equity Socio economic 28,957

Equity Language 80,449

Equity Disability 125,383

Targeted Total 126,029

Other Total 107,745

Grand Total 8,132,312

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and numeracy
assessments are reported on a scale from Band 1 to
Band 10. The achievement scale represents increasing
levels of skills and understandings demonstrated in
these assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to

the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
are discouraged during these transition years.

Reading was our strongest domain in both Yr 7 and Yr
9. Our NAPLAN average scores reflect the same trends
as our same school group and the state. Yr 9 Writing
has improved each year since 2015 with the highest
score in 2018. Our Literacy program targets areas for
development based on our NAPLAN results.

The growth in Numeracy is significantly higher than
state or same school group. Improvement from Yr 7 to
Yr 9 is against the trend in NSW but is an important
part of our school improvement.

The My School website provides detailed information
and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go
to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access the school
data.>

In terms of the Premier's Priorities the following reports
our progress. The percentage of students in the top 2 in
2018 are as follows:

Yr 7 Numeracy 35.80%

Yr 9 Numeracy 42.96%

Yr 7 Reading 42.07%

Yr 9 Reading 27.08%

Higher School Certificate (HSC)

The performance of students in the HSC is reported in
bands ranging from Band 1 (lowest) to Band 6
(highest). In 2018 a smaller cohort of students sit the
HSC examination. The school had a large number of
HSC major work nominations across all areas. Dance
being the strongest area.
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The 2018 HSC results were as expected with a large
percentage of students performing in the top 2 bands.
All students in  English Extension 1 and 2, Maths
Extension 1, Music 1, and Construction performed in
the top 2 bands. Students received HSC Nominations
for their practical work in Dance, Music, Textiles,
Timber, Multi Media,  and Visual Arts.
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

In 2018 a cycle of evaluation was undertaken. One
focus area was student support sessions in particular
ACE. The ACE program fosters an environment that
supports student participation in a collaborative and
authentic learning experience designed to improve their
organisation and study skills. Through self–referral
students are encouraged to take ownership over their
own learning to ensure an increased sense of personal
success and well–being. By building their capabilities,
the program equips students with the skills they need
across all subject areas in order to achieve higher
standards.

Students indicated through surveys an improvement in
their confidence and ability in 100% of the topics/key
areas covered in the program. They believed that the
ACE experience directly supported them in developing
learning goals and practices. In support of this, 88% of
parents indicated through surveys that their child's ACE
experience was very helpful. 66.7% of parents
indicated they had seen significant improvement in their
child's attitude to school, whilst 79% indicated
significant improvement in study habits and 71% for
results. ACE is a well–developed program that is
underpinned by the recognition that an increase in
wellbeing and attitude to school correlates with
students' ability to experience success.

Different to previous years, the emphasis in 2018 was
on students taking responsibility for their own learning.
Examining data from 2016 and 2017 in regard to
method of referral and the correlation with student
completion/achievement of the program, it is clear there
were higher rates of success among students who
self–referred as they themselves understood the value
of the program.

Staff have focused on Literacy as the area they can
provide extra support for students using the Lit Fit
sessions as the mode of delivery. Staff have undergone
considerable professional learning in this area to be
able to support the students and the Literacy Team in
their delivery of their goals. The majority of staff
indicate they have a better understanding of teaching
Literacy and have an increased confidence in delivering
Literacy in the classroom.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Davidson High School is meeting the expectations and
outcomes outlined by the Aboriginal Education Policy
as well as the syllabus demands of understanding
cultural sensitivity and inclusivity.

With the framework established by the Aboriginal
Education Policy, faculties across the school have
programmed their units of work to incorporate the need
for students to learn and understand a variety of
cultures and in particular those of the indigenous
peoples of Australia.

Both Aboriginal and non–Aboriginal students are
provided with a range of activities, including a site
study, across the stage 4/5 History and Geography
courses to explore Aboriginal history and understand its
perspectives. The ultimate aim of all courses is to
ensure that the cultural and linguistic diversity of
Australian society is not ignored or denied in the
learning process of all students at Davidson High
School. In addition to this, all students are assessed
and outcomes reported on to encourage the evaluation
of student knowledge and understanding by both
Aboriginal and non–Aboriginal students.

The school participates in NAIDOC week activities with
Warringah Community of Schools. This helps to
deepen student's understanding of Aboriginal culture.
Our Indigenous staff member mentors our Indigenous
students and helps them to set and reach their goals.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Davidson High School offers three languages,
Japanese, Italian and French, within a vibrant
languages faculty. Language students are encouraged
to engage in overseas language experiences and
regular tours are provided for them.

Davidson High School regularly welcomes International
students from a diverse range of cultural backgrounds.
In 2018, 32 International students were enrolled at
Davidson. These students came from a variety of
countries such as China, Japan, Korea, Vietnam,
Sweden, Switzerland and Germany. Davidson accepts
both study abroad and long term International students.
Davidson High School also has Inter Cultural Education
Today on school premises. 30 students come from
Japan each year to study in both Japanese and
English.

These students assist the students in understanding
the world beyond Davidson. As a whole school
community we celebrated Harmony Day focusing on
the diversity that our International students provide to
our school.

The school has had a focus on the Quality Teaching
model in the Davidson Circle of Practice. Staff have
embraced the concepts of inclusiveness, knowledge
integration, cultural knowledge and connectedness.

We have an Anti Racism Contact Officer however no
reports were taken during 2018.
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